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Aurinda

Aurinda is a NPC played by Ametheliana.

Aurinda
Species & Gender: Kuvexian Female

Date of Birth: ?日 ?月 YE ?
Organization: Big Sticks Corp
Occupation: CEO

Rank: Kingpin
Current Placement: -

Physical Description

Blue skin
White hair that is almost like a half-mullet that extends a long way down her back and over her
large butt
Glowing light teal markings that are inherited from family
Big feet big hands like a Kuvexian
Golden nails to signify her ability in martial arts
Wears extensive amounts of draping ear piercings that connect piercing to piercing by way of
dangling gold chains.
Four ears etc that are tipped with black

Personality

Indiscreet and hostile.

History

She grew up in a segregated group of Kuvexians that were to learn the ancient ways of Colluctance. She
then was sequestered away and later adopted by an actress and mogul. Then she became the CEO of her
adoptive father's company when he passed. She remains as such now and has gained a harem, prestige,
and is an Auroppai. Recently she has become determined to capture and question Yamataians. She is
sure they have secrets she needs and is sure she has ways to find those secrets out.

In YE 42 she was the trainer to William and Ketsurui Aiko after the two had been captured and bought by
a gladiatorial arena. Though she gave them insights and training to help them win fights, she questioned
them often and revealed she did not train any other fighters in the arena, but only the Yamataian and
Nepleslian. She was not present for their escape.
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Social Connections

Aurinda is connected to:

Family is all deceased.
Employees
Business Partners

Inventory & Finance

Aurinda currently has a LOT of money, ships, clothes, gold, and power.

OOC Information

In the case ametheliana becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? NO
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO

Character Data
Character Name Aurinda
Character Owner Ametheliana
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